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1. Introduction

The Andean ranges of NW Argentina are situated between the high-altitude plateau of the Puna and the vast Chaco lowlands, and are characterized by steep climatic and topographic gradients. This makes them a highly dynamic area from geological, environmental and geomorphological perspectives. The thick and complex series of Tertiary and Quaternary depositional terraces and alluvial fans along the intramontane valleys of the Eastern Cordillera have drawn the attention of early geologists (Keidel 1913; Köhn 1924; De Ferraris 1940). Since then much research has been directed towards a more detailed comprehension of landscape evolution on these Cenozoic timescales, particularly with regard to the repeated and oscillatory filling and excavation of the Andean valley systems in NW Argentina by a complex interplay of climate and tectonics (Kleinitz & Strecke 2001; Hilley & Strecke 2003; Alonso et al. 2006; Strecke et al. 2007). In this context, the interactions and relative importance of the climatic versus tectonic controls are a matter of ongoing debate and should vary on different timescales (Hilley & Strecke 2005). Consequently, increasing effort has recently been concentrated on the establishment of an absolute chronological framework for the Quaternary alluvial fans and valley fill deposits along intramontane valley systems of the Quebrada de Toro and Quebrada de Humahuaca (Robinson et al. 2005; Sancho et al. 2008; Spencer & Robinson 2008). Given the crucial role of climate in landscape evolution, a number of studies have been concerned with the reconstruction of paleoclimate and paleoenvironments from different archives in the Andes of NW Argentina over various Quaternary timescales. Cyclic changes in moisture availability in NW Argentina throughout the Quaternary were suggested by the investigation of loess-paleosol-sequences in the Tafi valley (Schellenberger, Heller & Veit 2003; Kemp et al. 2004; Schellenberger 2006; Schellenberger & Veit 2006). Evidence for periods of increased humidity is provided by...
the coincidence of landslide deposits and lake damming in various intramontane valleys in NW Argentina (Trauth et al. 2000; Bookhagen, Haselton & Trauth 2001; Trauth et al. 2003; Hermanns & Schellenberger 2008), and may correlate to prominent lake transgression phases on the Bolivian Altiplano during the last glacial cycle (Argollo & Mourgues 2000; Baker et al. 2001; Baker et al. 2001; Fritz et al. 2004; Placzek, Quade & Patchett 2006). In higher elevations, mapping and modelling efforts on mainly glacial but also periglacial archives have documented evidence for severe temperature reductions in NW Argentina, which triggered the decrease of vegetation belts and snowlines, and multiple glacial advances in the Late Quaternary (Schäbitz 1999; Zipprich et al. 2000; Ahumada 2002; Haselton, Hilley & Streeker 2002; Kull et al. 2003; Kull et al. 2008). On Holocene timescales, the analysis of sedimentary and archaeological archives along the Quebrada de Humahuaca and in the Eastern Cordillera has produced manifold evidence for variations in precipitation amounts and distribution with a marked dry phase during the Mid-Holocene and the return to modern, semi-arid conditions within the last 2 ka BP (Fernandez 1984; Alcalde & Kulemeyer 1999; Kulemeyer et al. 1999; Maas et al. 1999; Kulemeyer 2005; Yacobaccio & Morales 2005; Lupo et al. 2006).

Most of these results are based on the detailed analysis of a single archive or location. Only very few studies have fo...
cused on a comprehensive documentation and interpretation of the extensive geomorphological records, which are stored in the landscape of the intramontane basins in NW Argentina (Werner 1984; Tchilinguirian & Pérezy 2001; May 2008). Consequently, relatively little is known with regard to the relative importance of paleoclimate and paleoenvironmental changes, and their imprints and controls on landscape evolution and geomorphic processes over different timescales. An improved understanding of landforms and their evolution at and beyond catchment scale is also the base for the assessment and management of modern local geomorphic processes. This is of particular importance in the Quebrada de Purmamarca as a key location for intercontinental transport, tourism and cultural heritage throughout Argentina.

Thus, this study aims to i) document the geomorphic, sedimentary and paleopedogenic archives in the Quebrada de Purmamarca, and ii) discuss their relative timing and paleoenvironmental significance. Thereby, the study establishes a framework of regional landscape evolution and contributes to our understanding of the mechanisms and controls of geological, geomorphic and climatic change over different Late Quaternary timescales in NW Argentina.

2. Study Area

The Quebrada de Purmamarca is a ~380 km² drainage basin in the province of Jujuy, NW Argentina (Fig. 1). It is located in the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes, which forms the transition between the high-altitude plateau of the Puna to the west, and Subandean Ranges and Chaco lowland to the east. Geologically, the Eastern Cordillera is an active fold-and-thrust belt (Mon & Salfitty 1995). Topographic ranges are usually associated with high angle thrust faults, which are responsible for the development of asymmetric valleys along the lines of structural weakness (Igarzábal 1991). Several superimposed Paleozoic and Mesozoic tectonic stages are recognized, before major uplift and deformation of the Andean orogeny commenced ~10 Ma ago, ultimately resulting in the present structural and topographic framework of the Eastern Cordillera (Mon & Salfitty 1995; Salfitty et al. 1996; Kennan 2000; Reylonds et al. 2000; Reynolds et al. 2001). Significant neotectonic events, which have locally deformed and thrustsed Quaternary sediments, did probably not affect NW Argentina synchronously, but generally occurred >1 Ma ago throughout the Eastern Cordillera (Salfitty et al. 1984; Strecker et al. 1989; Marrett & Strecker 2000; Hilley & Strecker 2005). As an important factor for local variability of erosional resistance, the main lithologies in the Quebrada de Purmamarca comprise moderately soft quartzitic schists, phyllites and slates of the Precambrian Puncoviscana Formation, the highly resistant quartzitic sandstones and quartzites of the Cambrian Mesón Group, and the easily erodible pelites and greywackes of the Ordovician Santa Victoria Group (Ramos, Turic & Zuzeck 1967; Turner 1970; Amengual & Zanettini 1974).

The regional climate of NW Argentina is mainly influenced by tropical humid air masses of Atlantic origin, which are transported into the area by the South American Summer Monsoon, accounting for the large seasonality with most of the total annual precipitation falling in austral summer (Bianchi & Yañez 1992; Garreaud & Aceituno 2007). Due to topographic and rain shadow effects, however, precipitation amounts may significantly vary at regional and local scales, and average 96 mm at the village of Purmamarca (Bianchi & Yañez 1992; Endlicher 1995; Soler 2002). Temperatures in the study area are very variable and particularly at high elevations, the thermal amplitude shows very strong daily variations. Consequently, the annual average height of the 0°C-isotherm is subject to regional and even local variations and has been estimated between 4500 and 5400 m asl, while the regional annual temperature gradients in NW Argentina roughly average 0.5–0.6°C/100 m (Prohaska 1976; Ruthsatz 1977; Fox & Strecker 1991).

Under these environmental conditions modern pedogenesis is relatively weak, leading to the formation of thin A-horizons and carbonate accumulation in the subsoil as the dominant pedogenic processes (Werner 1971; Ruthsatz 1977). Most other, more intensively developed soil horizons are probably relics of wetter past climatic conditions (Kriss. 1999). The morphodynamic situation in the Quebrada de Purmamarca is dominated by strong badland formation and gullying along and up the valley slopes, having led to floodplain aggradation and intense debris flow dynamics over the last decades (Becker 1966; Agueru 1986; Chayle & Wayne 1995; Cencetti, Rivelli & Tacconi 2006). Throughout the entire Quebrada de Humahuaca drainage basin, human impact has likely enhanced the degradation of vegetation cover and slopes since at least two thousand years (García-Drón et al. 1999; Lupo et al. 2006).

3. Methods

The major part of this study is based on the documentation of geomorphological and sedimentological field work, which was carried out between March and June 2001. Geomorphological field work encompassed the thorough and GPS aided mapping of landforms and processes in all accessible parts of the catchment. In combination with remote sensing data, this information was subsequently compiled and illustrated in a geomorphological map of the Quebrada de Purmamarca (May 2008).

Sedimentological description and the classification of the mostly coarse-grained valley fill deposits in the Quebrada de Purmamarca were predominantly based on existing approaches by (Nemec & Steel 1984; Milana 1994; Milli 1996; Nemec & Kazanci 1999), resulting in the differentiation of six different sedimentary facies (Table 1). Sedimentary profiles of terrace and alluvial fan outcrops were established at 13 different locations along gully walls. Plant remains extracted from one profile were dated by AMS radiocarbon dating at the University of Kiel, Germany (code KIA 17090).

At 12 locations excavated pits and outcrops were documented on top of the terrace and alluvial fan surfaces in order to gain information on soils, paleosols and cover deposits. The field documentation of these pits was based on FAO guidelines (FAO 2006), and the presence of CaCO3 was tested with 10% HCl. Finally, thin sections from carbonate and sand crusts were taken. Their micromorphological analysis focussed on paleopedological features and the interpretation of genetic processes of soil formation following FitzPatrick (1993) and Wilson & Nettleton (2009).
4. Results

4.1. Geomorphological context and landforms

Three contrasting geomorphological zones are generally distinguished throughout the Eastern Cordillera and differ considerably with regard to their relief, i.e. topography and altitude (Fig. 2a). Each zone comprises a typical suite of genetic landforms and geomorphic processes (SEGEMAR-ITGE 1998; Tchilinguirian & Pereyra 2001; MAY 2008).

i) The highest parts of the study area above ~4400–4500 m asl are characterized by steep, straight to concave slopes of 25°–40°, locally up to 50° inclination, covered by long tongues of rock debris of different colours and lithologies extending downslope from crests, cliffs and ridges. These observations indicate active and intense production of frost debris and effective downslope transport by shallow solifluction processes, pointing to the presence of permafrost and frequent (daily to seasonal) freeze-thaw cycles. Solifluction lobes were observed in the study area down to ~4000–4100 m asl, where they are partially stabilized by vegetation. Their lower limit typically represents a transitional belt characterized by the discontinuous and spatially variable occurrence of freeze-thaw related active processes. Thus, over longer timescales, dominant cryogenic or periglacial processes are responsible for the formation of the gentle, rectilinear to convexo-concavo debris-mantled slopes of markedly smooth morphology, which characterize mountain tops and mountain chains in the upper study area and are referred to as ‘Glatthaeng’ (glaatt = smooth, hang = slope) in the German literature (Fig. 2a; HAGEDORN 1970; STINGL & GARLEFF 1983; ABRAHAM DE VAZQUEZ ET AL. 2000; AHUMADA 2002). In the Quebrada de Purmamarca, the lower limit of this type of periglacial slope morphology varies to some extent, e.g. due to dissection by ongoing erosional processes, but reaches well below the limit of active periglacial processes to an elevation of 3300 m asl (Fig. 2a). As exposed along several roadcuts, the debris covering the slopes above ~3500 m asl is composed of angular clasts but varies considerably in thickness from few decimeters to >10 m. The sediments show a clear stratification of relatively fine clasts of the underlying dark grey Precambrian schist at the base, and several subhorizontal layers of coarse, poorly sorted and angular clasts of mainly Cambrian quartzites which are supported by a fine-grained matrix (Fig. 2b).

ii) The transition between the upper catchment of predominantly periglacial geomorphology and the valleys is characterized by straight to convex slope segments (Fig. 2a). Most of these slopes between ~2600 and 3800 m asl are strongly dissected by parallel and closely spaced single-branch rills and gullies of variable depth. A knickpoint marks their upslope initiation and actively ongoing headward growth. It coincides with the transition from convex and debris-covered periglacial mountain tops described above to the steeper, straight slope segments where overland flow concentrates. Most of these channels have adjusted to inactive terrace surfaces, and only a few larger channels drain onto the modern floodplain. The onset of slope dissection should therefore postdate terrace deposition and may have commenced synchronously with terrace incision and degradation. The high intensity of slope dissection observed today is possibly amplified by grazing and degradation of vegetation leading to an additional increase in surface runoff, gullying and significant contributions of sediment to the valley floors (AGUERO 1986; CENCETTI, RIVELLI & TACCONE 2006). In addition, several landslides of up to 0.07 km² were mapped along the lower valley slopes both within the terrace deposits and bedrock (Fig. 2c; MAY 2002). Some of the landslides are partly buried by modern floodplain deposits and must have formed within an oversteepened valley, which was probably created in relation to rapid and profound incision preceding the onset of renewed floodplain aggradation.
iii) Several depositional landforms including alluvial fans, terraces and colluvial debris cones constitute the transition from the slope segments to past and present floodplains. Three different generations of alluvial fans have formed at the toes of the larger slope channels and were distinguished in the study area based on their topographic and morphological characteristics (May 2008). The oldest generation A1 comprises clearly inactive and frequently dissected alluvial fans of different sizes adjusted to inactive terrace surfaces (Fig. 2a). As evident from surface texture, color and debris flow levees, depositional processes are still active on alluvial fans of the second generation A2 (Fig. 2a). However, erosional scarps along the fan toes indicate that the main phase of their construction was interrupted at least once by the dominance of floodplain activity over alluvial debris flow processes on the fans. The initiation of alluvial fan deposition of A1 and A2 fans may have commenced synchronously while retrocated incision progressed up the valley, lowering the base-level and ultimately leading to the inactivity and dissection of most A1 fans. A3 generation fans are relatively small landforms which actively contribute sediment onto the modern valley floor predominantly by debris flow processes (Fig. 2d).

The most characteristic landforms in the Quebrada de Purmamarca are three well-preserved levels of depositional terraces (May 2008). The two higher levels T1 and T2, which have preserved only at one location in the study area, are inclined ~5.5–7° towards the ESE. Segments of the lower terrace level T3 with an average elevation of ~90 m above the valley floor and mean inclinations of ~3–5° have preserved at several locations and can be topographically correlated to each other (Tchilinguirian & Pereyra 2001; May 2002). Up to 40 m deep v-shaped valleys have incised into the terrace levels T1 and T2. Their asymmetrical cross-sections most likely owe to subsequent reshaping by periglacial processes. In contrast, the surface of terrace T3 shows dissection by narrow, meandering channels of up to ~15 m depth implying a relatively young erosional history compared to the older terrace levels. Along the terrace rims the formation of well-developed badlands includes a variety of erosional landforms such as earth pyramids and organ pipes and is related to the removal of finer particles from the unconsolidated terrace deposits by wash and sheetflow processes during strong precipitation events (Kühn 1924; Fochler-Hauke 1952; Becker 1966). Laterally continuous, concave slopes of ~35–45° inclination have formed at the transition between the badlands and the modern floodplain (Fig. 2d), and are interpreted as colluvial debris cones or slopes formed by gravitational processes. At their toes, these colluvial deposits show a pronounced scarp of several meters height, likely resulting from lateral erosion under conditions of enhanced floodplain activity. Today, these debris cones are mostly inactive features covered by vegetation and actively dissected by gullies, which discharge into A-3 alluvial fans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Ø Event</th>
<th>Clast Max [cm]</th>
<th>Clast Ø</th>
<th>Clast Shapes</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80–120</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>Subang. – Subrd.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Debris-flow (~Mud Flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Subangular</td>
<td>Coarsening up</td>
<td>Debris-flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>150–200</td>
<td>30–50</td>
<td>Angular – Subang.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Rock avalanche (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>Ang. – Subang.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Debris-flow (~Grain Flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>Subang. – Round.</td>
<td>Fining up</td>
<td>Water-Laid Sheet flow ??</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>Cobble</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Subang. – Round.</td>
<td>Fining up</td>
<td>Fluvial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>Clay – Sand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Coarsening up</td>
<td>Lacustrine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Sedimentology and stratigraphy of valley fills

Most exposed Quaternary terrace and fan deposits in the Eastern Cordillera of NW Argentina are summarized within the ‘Purmamarca’ and ‘Maimará’ Formations (Ramos, Turic & Zuzeck 1967; Turner 1970; Salpity et al. 1984; SEGEMAR-ITGE 1998). Dominant sediments are loosely classified as coarse clastics (Fochler-Hauke 1952; Viers 1967; Werner 1984; May 2008), but were also referred to as flanglomerates (Ramos, Turic & Zuzeck 1967; Amengual & Zanettini 1974) or conglomerates (Kühn 1924; SEGEMAR-ITGE 1998; Robinson et al. 2005; Sancho et al. 2008). In the Quebrada de Purmamarca the sediments building the higher terrace levels T1 and T2 are not as well exposed, but seem to exhibit a more complex internal sedimentary architecture, possibly as the result of repeated erosional and depositional cycles. In contrast, vertical exposures of >100 m height along the rims of terrace level T3 and alluvial fan generation A1 preserve sedimentary evidence for the depositional processes responsible for their construction (Fig. 2e, f, h). Seven lithofacies were distinguished (May 2002), mainly based on criteria used in existing classifications for alluvial fan and braided river sediments (Table 1; Nemec & Steel 1984; Table 1; Blair & McPherson 1994; Milana 1994; Miall 1996).

Most of the sediments involved (Table 1: D1 – 4) can be attributed to non-erosive debris flow events or hyperconcentrated flows typical for proximal to medial alluvial fan environments (Lowe 1979; Costa 1984; Blair & McPherson 1994). Owing to maximum clast sizes of up to 200 cm and thicknesses of >200 cm, D2X sediments could alternatively be interpreted as the result of rock slides or rock avalanche events commonly observed in proximal alluvial fan settings (Blair & McPherson 1994). Locally, debris flow sediments are intercalated with thin layers of fluvial sands or pebbles indicating reworking processes on the floodplain. At some locations, however, fluvial sediments can reach thicknesses
of several meters and are often associated with silts and clays of lacustrine origin (Table 1: F, L). The lacustrine sediments frequently contain laminated rhythmites of highly variable thickness and thereby reflect strong seasonal and interannual changes in discharge and sediment input to perennial shallow lakes which must have existed for several years to more than decades (Fig. 2g). In combination, these fluvial and lacustrine sediments reflect local low-energy deposition within an otherwise high-energy sedimentary environment (Harvey 1997).

From the stratigraphical association of the documented profiles a pronounced paleotopography must have formed the base for the deposition of terrace T3 as some profiles rest unconformably on bedrock while others do not have their base exposed. That implies that the last major phase of erosion and downcutting must have incised to a level below the present valley floor, and the approximate thickness of valley fill below the modern floodplain has been estimated to 30–40 m based on geophysical reconnaissance (personal communication R. Kleine-Hering). Overall comparison of the profiles reveals two sedimentary units of different colours which are assumed to reflect differences in lithological composition (Fig. 2e, 3). The lower sedimentary unit (unit I) appears greyish-pinkish (Fig. 2e&f; Munsell 5YR 6/3) in all the profiles throughout the study area pointing to a large, common and constant catchment with high yields of pinkish Cambrian quartzites, possibly as the result of extensive production of frost debris. Although both units are characterized by common sedimentary patterns and lithofacies, the upper sedimentary unit (unit II) varies in colour from profile to profile reflecting alluvial deposition of lithologies originating from much smaller, local catchments. Based on topographic and geomorphological mapping (May 2008), the unit I can be attributed to the basin-wide deposition of terrace T3, whereas unit II represents the deposition of alluvial fan generation A1 from different smaller catchment areas.

Fluvial and lacustrine sediments are restricted to unit I and the interface between the units. They may be interpreted as the result of reduced floodplain activity and blocking by lateral sediment input such as debris flows or landslides (Costa & Schuster 1988), but no landslide or other significant deposits have been found in close association with the lacustrine deposits. The local occurrence of low-energy environments is characteristic for debris flow controlled floodplains (Harvey 1997). Synchronous and catchment-wide occurrence of low-energy environments could therefore point to a temporal decrease in debris-flow frequencies resulting from subtle shifts with regard to discharge and sediment supplies. Between adjacent profiles, lithofacies L and F are frequently found at similar elevations above the modern floodplain and can stratigraphically be correlated (Fig. 3), suggesting the occurrence of at least two intervals of enhanced conditions for low-energy deposition within the overall deposition of the T3 terrace. Importantly, fluvial and lacustrine sediments separate the two sedimentary units at several localities, thereby announcing a marked change in hydrological conditions and/or sediment supplies morphologically reflected by the switch from terrace T3 deposition towards alluvial fan generation A1. This change is roughly dated by a single radiocarbon date of 49550 ± 1700 uncalibrated 14C years BP, which was
obtained by AMS dating of plant remains extracted from lacustrine sediments in the upper catchment (May 2002).

4.3. Paleosols and cover deposits

Varying with topographical setting, underlying lithologies and microclimatic conditions, the modern surface soils within the study area are usually very shallow, and weakly developed soils. The associated pedogenic processes range from initial calcrete formation (powder calcrete) on Precambrian phyllites in the lower and drier catchment to rubefication and oxidation within the debris covered slopes of the higher catchment (May 2002). At several localities, 20–40 cm thick and reddish horizons of elevated clay content were observed within the coarse clastic terrace deposits and interpreted as Bv horizons of well developed cambisols. Sometimes, these horizons show macroscopic clay coatings and thereby classify as Bt horizons of luvisols. Both horizons are indicative of advanced pedogenesis and were observed exclusively on terraces surfaces (Werner 1971, 1984; Tchilinguirian & Pereyra 2001). However, these Bv or Bt horizons are frequently truncated by erosion or deflation and formation of desert pavements (Fig. 2f), or were buried by deposition of clastic sediments such as the debris flow deposits of alluvial fan generation A1 (Fig. 2f). In both cases, their relict or fossil character likely reflects increased geomorphic stability under significantly more humid environmental conditions in the past.

Frequently, the terrace surfaces are directly overlain by a layer of sandy deposits of marked erosional resistivity which traces a pre-existing topography (Fig. 2h) and has not been found anywhere below the terrace level. At some locations, these deposits are buried by prograding alluvial fan deposits (Fig. 4). The sand deposits show no apparent internal stratification and can reach thicknesses of several meters. They are predominantly composed of cemented fine to medium sand and contain floating clasts of various grain sizes up to ~15 cm. Their highest thickness is reached in topographically protected settings below rims or channel banks or along east exposed slopes, probably pointing to their aeolian origin. In thin section, the sand crust exhibits a clast supported fabric of subangular to subrounded clasts, well sorted fine and middle sand (Fig. 5a). Several subangular larger clasts and rock fragments are supported by the sand mass. The sample shows many larger pore spaces. Small amounts of cryptocrystalline orange matrix material can be observed between the clasts, possibly resulting from a weak illuviation of hematite-rich clays. Based on their topographic setting and their macroscopic and microscopic sedimentary characteristics these sand crusts may be interpreted as fluvio-aeolian cover sands subsequently hardened by desiccation.

Several types of relict soil horizons with particularly high CaCO3 content of up to 60% have been documented in the study area. Most of these horizons are cemented and can thereby be classified as calcretes (Goudie 1983; Wright & Tucker 1991). Particularly on the higher terrace levels (T1 and T2) they are developed as thick hardpan calcretes and should be associated with the truncation of a former, well developed paleosol. Micromorphological analysis of a hardpan calcrete on top of terrace T2 shows few rock clasts and well-rounded mineral fragments supported by a light cryptocrystalline carbonate matrix pointing to a mature stage of carbonatization (Fig. 5a). The very fine and dense matrix is interspersed with particularly rounded and smooth voids and fissures indicating subsequent solution processes and karstification. Frequently, the voids are surrounded by spheres of dark mottles interpreted as the result from manganese precipitation, possibly in relation to increased water saturation and carbonate solution. Voids and fissures are partly filled by a whitish, moderately fine carbonate matrix (crystallaria). These results point to a long phase of carbonatization which was interrupted by a phase of solution and hydromorphism before returning to ongoing carbonatization under current conditions.

In addition, stacked and partly cemented calcrete horizons are frequently exposed along the rims of A1 alluvial fans where they have formed within clastic debris flow deposits of dominantly Precambrian phyllite lithologies (Fig. 2e). Given this apparent relation to lithology, carbonate may be the product of phyllite weathering and reprecipitation of carbonate saturated interflow within the inclined and lay-
ered fan sediments, as observed under modern environmental conditions (Werner 1971; Scheffer & Schachtschabel 2002). In this context, partly cemented calcrite horizons were infrequently observed on the T3 terrace surface associated to lines of drainage such as gullies (Fig. 4). The thin sections of these calcrites show a dense, dark and cryptocrystalline carbonatic matrix interspersed with several cracks and containing abundant angular to little rounded rock and mineral fragments as typical for moderately developed calcrites (Wright & Tucker 1991). Partly, well developed orange coloured argillans have formed along the voids and crack walls. Generally, these argillans, but also parts of the dark carbonatic matrix, are split into fragments, partly filling the cracks. Otherwise, a lighter carbonatic matrix is forming within the voids and cracks, mantling rock and mineral fragments as well as fragments of the dark matrix, and forming laminae around the larger rock clasts. Multiple opaque dots may be interpreted as charcoal and/or organic material. Based on these observations, carbonatization has taken place in at least two distinct phases and was locally interrupted by clay illuviation and an interval of subsequent fragmentation possibly related to desiccation.

5. Discussion

The results from the geomorphological, sedimentary and paleopedological analysis and observation in the Quebrada de Purmamarca are summarized in Fig. 6. They form the base for the reconstruction of a regional Late Quaternary landscape evolution and their paleoenvironmental interpretation. Landscape evolution and the discussion of causes for geomorphic change are tentatively divided into two different timescales: i) longer-term changes expressed by different terrace levels and corresponding to cut-and-fill cycles likely driven by complex climate and tectonic interactions, and ii) short- to medium-term climate and environmental changes leading to subsequent terrace incision, deposition of alluvial fan generations, colluvial debris cones, and the formation of paleosols and cover deposits.

i) Three distinct levels of depositional terraces were documented in the Quebrada de Purmamarca. Depositional terraces have been reported from several sites in the Eastern Cordillera of NW Argentina and reflect repeated cycles of alternating erosion and aggradation (Hilley & Strecker 2005). Two major regional terrace levels were reported by Tchlingurian & Pereyra (2001) along the western side of the Quebrada de Humahuaca, the lower being equal to level T3, and the higher likely corresponding to the terrace levels T1 and T2 in the Quebrada de Purmamaca. Four main depositional terrace levels were examined and sampled by Robinson et al. (2004) at the Rio de la Huerta along the eastern side of the Quebrada de Humahuaca, whereas only three major terrace levels were mapped by Werner (1984) at the same site. Up to six depositional levels were distinguished at the Tilarca fan (Azarevich et al. 1999; Sancho et al. 2008). Thus, the topographic correlation of the terraces proves dif-
ficult, particularly across major fault lines such as the Quebrada de Humahuaca. As modelled for the Quebrada de Toro by Hilley & Strecker (2005), regionally asynchronous terrace chronologies probably express the participation of tectonics as the dominant control on regional base-levels and stream power on longer temporal scales. Within the study area, the comparatively old ages and steeper slopes of the higher terraces T1 and T2 deduced from the geomorphological observations also corroborate minor tectonic movements during the time of their deposition. In this context, the onset and duration of the last cut-and-fill cycle responsible for the deposition of the largely undeformed terraces throughout the Eastern Cordillera may broadly coincide with the last major uplift and deformation event in the Eastern Cordillera around 1 Ma ago (Salfiti et al. 1984; Hernández, Reynolds & Disalvo 1996; Marrett & Strecker 2000; Hilley & Strecker 2005).

Oscillations between incision and aggradation are the result of significant changes in sediment supplies and/or discharge over time (Knighton 1998; Schumm 2005). Particularly over shorter timescales, these changes likely owe to changes in past precipitation frequencies and magnitude, and are ultimately expressed in changing stream powers of discharge or flooding events (Bull 1979, 1988). In the study

Fig. 6: Schematic summary, and tentative correlation and timeframe for the observed geomorphic, sedimentary and paleopedological data in the Quebrada de Purmamarca. Dashed line indicates radiocarbon age (* see discussion for details).

Abb. 6: Schematische Zusammenfassung, und vorläufige Korrelation und Zeitrahmen für die beobachteten geomorphologischen, sedimentären und paläopedologischen Befunde in der Quebrada de Purmamarca. Gestrichelte Linie kennzeichnet 14C-Alter (* siehe Diskussion für Details).
area, a pronounced paleotopography has been covered by periglacial sediments and terrace deposits and can be interpreted to reflect an extensive phase of increased stream power preceding the onset of T3 deposition and likely pointing to more humid and/or warmer environmental conditions than thereafter. In contrast, the sedimentary profiles within the T3 terrace reveal debris-flows as the dominant depositional process with only minor participation of low-energy fluвиace and lacustrine processes. The intercalated rhythmites show evidence for a strong prevailing seasonality as well as interannual variability during the time of deposition. Although debris-flow deposition also characterizes modern morphodynamics in the Quebrada de Purmamarca (CENCETTI, RIVELLI & TACCONI 2006), the observed thickness and large clast sizes typical for the terrace T3 deposits imply i) high-magnitude storm and flood events under generally arid or semi-arid conditions, and ii) a much more efficient mode of clast production than today, e.g. due to strong physical weathering by frost processes. These characteristics, association and co-existence of all observed lithofacies are commonly interpreted as typical for proximal alluvial fan environments (BLAIR & MCPHERSON 1994; HARVEY 1997) and a very proximal intersection point related to the reduction of fluvial processes under semi-arid to arid and likely colder glacial environmental conditions (WEISSMANN, MOUNT & Fogg 2002).

Here, the available data from the upper study area provides evidence for an intense past production of mainly quartzitic frost debris by periglacial processes and a maximum past depression of the periglacial belt of ~1000–1300 m. Assuming temperature gradients of 0.5–0.6°C, this corresponds to a temperature reduction of ~5–8°C and corroborates other estimates for past temperature reduction in the Central Andes of NW Argentina (Garleff & Stingl 1985; Garleff et al. 1991; Abraham de Vazquez et al. 2000; Ahumada 2002). As a consequence, the spatial extent of surface being subject to the cryogenic production and downslope transport of frost debris increased to ~80% of the catchment area compared to ~10–25% today (Fig. 1). For the fluvial system of the Quebrada de Purmamarca this must have implied a significant (up to 8-fold) multiplication of sediment supply. An increased participation of frost generated clasts of Cambrian quartzites is evident from the basin-wide pinkish colour of the terrace deposits. In most sedimentary profiles, two intervals of dominant fluvial and lacustrine sediments were observed and may thereby imply two phases of more stable (humid) environmental conditions and reduced debris-flow frequencies (Fig. 3). In most of the study area below 2800–2900 m asl, the upper of the two intervals divides T3 terrace deposits from A1 alluvial fan deposits characterized by local lithologies, whereas above ~2900 m asl T3 sedimentation seems to prevail longer. A radiocarbon date on plant remains of 49550 ± 1700 14C a BP is available from this upper interval, and corresponds well to an OSL age of 47.6 ± 2.8 ka taken at the same site (Robinson et al. 2005). Therefore, this age is interpreted to coincide with the gradual transition to A1 alluvial fan deposition, which started in the lower study area and reached elevations above ~2900 m asl some time after 50 ka ago. Most of the so far published OSL ages from comparable valley fill deposits plot into an interval between ~45–95 ka and may thus provide a preliminary estimate for the timing of the last terrace deposition (Robinson et al. 2005; Sancho et al. 2008; Spencer & Robinson 2008). In fact, cold temperatures before ~50 ka BP in northern Argentina are also reported from studies of loess and glacial deposits (Carrignano 1999; Zipprihc et al. 2000) and support the scenario of temperature changes, likely in relation to the last cycle of global glaciation, as a critical control on sediment supplies and thus the course and ending of debris-flow dominated valley filling in the Eastern Cordillera of NW Argentina.

ii) As evident from the almost vertical walls of the >100 m high T3 terrace, a severe and pronounced phase of incision must occurred after the end of terrace deposition. The exact onset of incision is difficult to constrain and could have postdated the onset of alluvial fan deposition considerably. In this case, retrocendent incision may have slowly extended headward once decreasing sediment supplies fell below a threshold resulting from the upward shift of the periglacial belt, leading to a time lag and eventually the dissection of slopes and A3 fans. The onset and intensity of incision could have been additionally amplified once the drainage system had re-established and the frost debris previously stored on the extensive slopes of the upper study area was exhausted (Pratt et al. 2002). Again, in this scenario temperature changes and the related changes in sediment supply are the main drivers for incision and do not require a substantial increase in precipitation. However, the Quebrada de Purmamarca incision reached well below the level of the modern floodplain. Several documented landslide deposits provide additional evidence for an overall intensive and fast incision event not allowing for the gradual adjustment of slopes (May 2008). The oversteepening of valley slopes by rapid incision as well as the evacuation of large quantities of sediment into the Andean foreland probably required significantly increased precipitation amounts and wetter environmental conditions (Trauth & Strecker 1999; Trauth et al. 2000; Trauth et al. 2003; Hermanns & Schellenberger 2008), although increased landslide frequencies may have been triggered by tectonic events (Hermanns & Strecker 1999; Strecker & Marrett 1999; Hermanns et al. 2001). In fact, significant changes in monsoonal precipitation throughout the last 1.1 Ma were deduced from sequences of alternating loess and paleosols at Tafi del Valle (Schellenberger 2006; Schellenberger & Veit 2006) and potentially trigger manifold increases in sediment transport rates (Boekhagen, Thiede & Strecker 2005).

The particularly well developed paleosol on top of the terrace surfaces may be interpreted as evidence for wetter climates following the end of terrace deposition, possibly also causing increased stream powers and the onset of incision. The occurrence of reddish and argillie paleosol horizons on terrace surfaces has been reported throughout the Quebrada de Humahuaca and is often associated with petroalbic B- and C-horizons (SEGEMAR-ITGE 1998; Zipprihc et al. 2000; Tchilinguirian & Pereyra 2001). Zipprihc et al. (2000) provide two radiocarbon dates of 27.97 ± 0.2 and 15.84 ± 0.1 14C a BP from calcrite horizons as estimates for the timing of soil formation. Assuming regional synchrony, these different paleosol horizons may indicate two widespread regional wet phases roughly between 32 cal ka BP and 19 cal ka BP. First OSL ages from loess-paleosol-sequences in Tafi del
Valle provide additional evidence for an important phase of 
soil formation before ~53 ka (Kemp et al. 2004). In the study 
area, the paleosol is frequently overlain by alluvial fan de-
posits (Fig. 2f). This implies that alluvial fans on top of the 
terrace surfaces were still active during or even after pale-
sol formation. Thus, the major phase of incision responsible 
for the significant lowering of the valley floor and the dissec-
tion of most A3 alluvial fans, most likely postdates paleosol 
formation.

Several observations from the Quebrada de Purmamar-
ca contribute to the idea of pronounced and shorter-term 
changes of moisture supply in NW Argentina significantly 
postdating the formation of the well developed paleosol. 
At many places in the study area the paleosol is directly 
overlain by cover sands probably owing to aeolian activity 
and fluvial reworking (Fig. 5). These cover sands have ac-
cumulated along the slopes of slightly incised channels and 
should therefore postdate a first, minor phase of incision, 
which could coincide with the formation of the paleosol un-
der more humid environmental conditions. Similar aeolian 
cover sands were recently dated to 39.4 ± 2.3 ka by OSL in 
the Quebrada de la Huerta (Robinson et al. 2005; Spencer 
& Robinson 2008). Thus, the cover sands may tentatively in-
dicate the onset of enhanced aridity, increased wind speeds 
and loess-like aeolian transport from the Puna plateau into 
the protected valleys of the Eastern Cordillera until ~ 40 ka 
BP, similar to processes observed in reduced intensities today 
(Greeley, Christensen & Carrasco 1989; Tchilinguirian 
& Pereyra 2001). These cover sands are found exclusively on 
top of the T3 terrace surface and are at many places eroded 
or covered by debris flow deposits of inactive A1 alluvial 
fans (Fig. 2h, Fig. 4), pointing to significant alluvial and flu-
vial activity after sand deposition. In many ways, this could 
be interpreted as evidence for a two-phased erosion and in-
cision process. In this context, many authors have reported 
a particularly wet climatic interval throughout most of the 
Central Andes during lateglacial times referred to as the 
Taucan phase (Argollo & Mourgiaart 2006; Baker et al. 
2001; Fritz et al. 2004; Placzek, Quade & Patchett 2006), 
which could have caused the second, major pulse of incision 
in the Quebrada de Purmamarca. This scenario is corrobo-
rated by several, partly cemented non-pedogenic calcrete 
horizons, which are intercalated with A3 alluvial fan sedi-
ments. Based on their micromorphology, they form on sur-
faces of favourable lithological and hydrological conditions. 
Carbonatization, however, was interrupted at least once by 
more humid environmental conditions characterized by 
clay illuviation. Therefore, alluvial fans and carbonatization 
probably reflect semi-arid environmental conditions similar 
to today, whereas terrace incision and the formation of well 
developed paleosols on top of the terraces probably required 
significantly elevated precipitation, discharge and moisture 
availability.

After floodplain aggradation and alluvial fan deposition 
had elevated the floodplain approximately to its present 
level, several minor geomorphic and paleoenvironmental 
changes are evident from the geomorphology along the ter-
race footwalls, where colluvial debris cones and slopes have 
formed and are now dissected by younger incision associ-
ated to A3 alluvial fan activity and the ongoing formation 
of badlands. At their toes, the colluvial debris slopes show a 
pronounced scarp as related to lateral erosion and enhanced 
floodplain activity. Thereby, these colluvial slopes constitute 
evidence for both decreased floodplain activity and large-
ly restricted alluvial fan and badland processes, pointing 
to overall particularly dry environmental conditions in the 
more recent past. Possibly, the accumulation of colluvial ma-
terial coincides to an interval of marked aridity during the 
Mid-Holocene reported from NW Argentina (Fernández 
1984; Markgraf 1985; Alcalde & Kulemeyer 1999), also 
known as the "archaeological silence" and the absence of es-
sential human occupation (Fernández et al. 1991; Kule-
myer et al. 1999; Yacobaccio & Morales 2005). Finally, 
the return to less arid conditions in the Late Holocene may 
have re-established the ongoing degradation of terrace slopes 
by badland formation, debris flow processes and alluvial fan 
A3 deposition, and floodplain aggradation (Kulemeyer 2005; 
Lupo et al. 2006). Whether this tendency ultimately reflects 
increased sediment supplies following increased human in-
tereference (Agüero 1986; Cencetti, Rivelli & Tacconi 
2006) or is the result of variations in climatically controlled 
short-term variability of precipitation frequencies and mag-
nitudes (Maas et al. 1999; Prieto, Herrera & Dussel 2000) 
can not be decided on the base of the available data.

6. Conclusions

The documentation and interpretation of geomorphic, sedi-
mentary and paleopedogenic data in the Quebrada de Pur-
mamarca allows the reconstruction of a dynamic Late 
Quaternary landscape evolution. Over longer Quaternary 
timescales, the accumulation and evacuation of large quan-
tities of material is regarded the dominating geomorphic 
process in the intramontane valley of the Eastern Cordill-
era, leading to the formation of terrace systems. As else-
where in the Andes of NW Argentina, the timing and rates 
of these cut-and-fill cycles in the Quebrada de Purmamarca 
are likely controlled by a complex interplay between tec-
tonics and climatic factors. In particular, the severe temper-
ature-driven depression of the periglacial belt seems to have 
imposed an important control on longer to medium-term 
catchment denudation through an intensified production of 
coarse debris. A well developed paleosol and the formation 
of alluvial fans may indicate somewhat less cold a dry envi-
ronmental conditions after ~50 ka. The onset of a major in-
cision event significantly postdates the end of valley filling 
and could have been caused by a marked increase in mon-
soon precipitation during the Late Glacial. Holocene hu-
midity changes are probably responsible for the formation 
of several minor inactive landforms along the modern val-
ley floors and paleopedogenic features on terrace surfaces.

Future work should concentrate on the regional extension 
and comparison of the observed data. Particularly the com-
bination of sedimentary and paleopedogenic approaches like 
mapping and the detailed micromorphological analysis of 
paleosols should have the potential to produce an enormous 
amount of new information with regard to Late Quaternary 
humidity changes. A thorough knowledge and spatial map-
ping of landforms and sediments is also the base for quanti-
tative modelling of longer to medium-term denudation and 
erosion rates (e.g. Hilley & Strecker 2005). In addition, fur-
ther efforts aiming at the establishment of an absolute chron-
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